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1 Introduction 
 
From March to November 2016 the Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research undertook a 
research exercise for the West Highland Community Rail Partnership (WHCRP), that aimed to survey, 
predominantly, locals and tourists who don’t currently use the regional rail services and to 
determine a more complete picture of the barriers to use. Funding for the exercise was provided by 
ScotRail, with additional in-kind contributions from members of the WHCRP project team. 
 
The WHCRP is a newly established community organization covering the West Highland railway 
corridor from Mallaig to Crianlarich, as well as its hinterland. With an overall aim of working in 
partnership with the railway industry to make train travel a more attractive option for locals and 
visitors alike, it commissioned the survey to identify the issues that constrain use of regional rail 
services. 

2 Methodology 
 
As discussed and agreed with the WHCRP a two-stage methodology was adopted and used: a paper 
and web-based survey of local user needs and an ‘offline’ face-to-face survey of tourists. 
 

Local User Needs 
 
The locals of the West Highlands were surveyed through two principal means: an online Survey 
Monkey and a printed questionnaire.  The respondents were asked a series of predominantly 
quantitative, closed questions, with the facility to add comments, along with some open-ended 
qualitative questions that sought deeper opinions and suggestions, for example.  The questions were 
identical for both surveys. 
 
The questionnaires were publicized through the community councils (through which the railway 
passes – or those nearby), press releases and adverts (such as in West Word, a local monthly 
newspaper).  The Survey Monkey was promoted via social media, through West Highland College 
and the Nevis Landscape Partnership Facebook pages for example, and through other relevant 
forums agreed with the CRP.  Locals who learned about the survey through their community council 
were encouraged to complete the online survey, although were made aware of the printed copies 
being placed in community hubs. 
 
Paper copies of the survey were professionally printed by the CRP and placed in 50 key community 
hubs throughout the region, such as post offices, local shops and cafes.  These hubs, identified by 
the WHCRP, stretched from Crianlarich to the Small Isles.  The majority of the hubs were visited by a 
UHI researcher, who spoke to the proprietor to get his or her agreement to leave behind 20 copies 
of the questionnaire and a poster to promote the survey, which also included instructions to return 
completed surveys to the hub.  The researcher returned to these hubs approximately three months 
later to collect completed survey forms. 
 
The only community hubs for which this procedure differed were those on the islands, when, for 
logistical reasons, the identified business was telephoned for their permission to participate by 
acting as a hub, and the blank surveys and poster were posted out, along with a stamped, addressed 
envelope for the hubs to return completed surveys to UHI.   
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The survey form was split into three parts.  The first nine questions were aimed at those locals who 
don’t use the railway regularly, while the second set of questions were targeted at those who do 
regularly use the services.  The final five questions were generic questions for both sets of 
respondents to answer.  The questions were collaboratively created in an ongoing iterative process, 
by the WHCRP and CRTR. 
 

Tourist Needs 
 
The second stage encompassed face-to-face surveys of visitors to the area.  A second questionnaire 
was developed, again in an iterative collaboration between the WHCRP and CRTR.  This survey was 
split into four parts: 
 

 Part A was a set of generic questions for all respondents to complete 

 Part B was for completion by tourists who arrived in the West Highlands by a daytime train 

 Part C was for completion by tourists who arrived in the West Highlands by the overnight 
sleeper 

 Part D was for tourists interviewed who did not arrive in the area by train 
 
The survey was created in Survey Monkey.  For ease of use in interviewing tourists it was decided to 
use QuickTap software, which in effect allows Survey Monkey questionnaires to be completed 
‘offline’ on an iPad (ie. away from a wifi source) and synced with the QuickTap website when back 
online.  The principal advantage of the system over paper questionnaires is that the data are 
inputted and analysed automatically when synced rather than having to manually input and analyse 
data. 
 
Face-to-face surveys were carried out at strategic sites across the region, most notably Fort William 
High Street, but also at Mallaig ferry terminal/High Street and the Green Welly at Tyndrum.  The 
latter proved to be a relatively barren area for survey completion, so efforts were concentrated on 
Mallaig and, particularly, Fort William. 
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3 Survey Findings: Locals 
 
In total 143 questionnaires were completed by locals: 116 were undertaken on Survey Monkey and a 
further 27 were completed on printed versions distributed through the hubs.  The disappointing 
latter response highlighted the difficulties inherent in both leaving surveys to be completed and the 
logistical issues involved in asking third parties to manage and return the surveys.   
 

Responses: Locals Who Don’t Regularly Use the Railway 
 

1. What are your reasons for NOT using the railway? 
 
People were asked to name any relevant factors that prohibited them from using the railway, not 
just the most important.  The ‘cost’, ‘infrequence of service’ and ‘not meeting commuting needs’ 
were the three most common reasons.  The aggregated responses are: 
 

Cost       51 
Infrequence of services     60 
Safety concerns      0 
Lack of safe walk/cycleway to station   2 
Inadequate secure parking for bicycles   0 
Inadequate web-based information about services 2 
Long distance to station      10 
Confusion about bicycle carriage policy   5 
Unwelcoming or poorly maintained station  3 
Other public transport services are more convenient 18 
Lack of comfort      15 
Service doesn't suit commuting needs   24 
Difficulty of access to or from stations   3 
Lack of accessible entrances and facilities  3 
Insufficient parking for cars    9 
Poor 'other' information about services   1 
Lack of integration with other transport services  23 
Absence of catering on board    5 
I don't use any public transport    4 

 
Respondents were given the opportunity to leave their comments pertaining to their decisions not 
to use the rail services.  These verbatim comments are listed in full in Appendix One on page 20.  A 
wide range of responses were given, and some of these were used to rationalize the quantitative 
responses above; however, the most popular reasons cited are ‘the frequency of services’ and ‘long 
journey times’. 
 

 
2. In terms of commuting by rail, where would you want to travel to and from? 

AND 

3. In terms of commuting by rail, at what time approximately would you want to travel? 
 
It was clear from the responses to these two questions, and the parallel responses to questions 11 
and 12 that there is a wide range of desired journey permutations, both in terms of locations and 
times individually and a combination of the two factors.  Please note, that in order to try to better 
identify meaningful indicative patterns for desired train schedules the findings for questions 2 and 3, 
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and 11 and 12 are analysed and discussed collectively.  The help of the WHCRP in identifying these 
patterns is acknowledged here. 
 
The full list of responses is appended on pages 22 and 29, which also includes a breakdown of the 
response patterns into the four principal indicative findings below.  Responses were excluded that 
seemed to simply state the current timetabled times, those that related to respondents wanting a 
train service between Inverness and Fort William, those who wanted to travel between stations 
outwith the WHCRP area, and those which gave incomplete or irrelevant answers. 
 
The remaining findings suggest that a substantial number of people want to travel southwards to 
Fort William on the Mallaig Extension in order to get to work for 9am, returning sometime after 
5pm.  Northwards on the Extension there is a less obvious pattern, with a variety of stops between 
Glenfinnan and Mallaig desired. 
 
There does not appear to be much of a pattern for the Main Line between Fort William and Glasgow, 
apart from a need for greater frequency, as evidenced by the range of times stated by respondents, 
and a suggestion that people at the south-end of the line want to travel south to Glasgow and 
beyond earlier in the day than the first train from Mallaig can possibly get there.  
 
Aside from these indicative findings however, the range of possible permutations, as well as 
incomplete or irrelevant responses, precludes really significant conclusions being drawn. 
 
 

4. If your desired route could be offered at the times that you wish to travel, how frequently 
would you travel? 
 

Seventy-five people responded to this question.  The responses to this question were as follows: 
 
Daily    14 
Once or twice per week  17 
Once or twice per month 29 
Other    15 

 
The ‘other’ responses are listed as: 

 
Every 2 months  
3 or 4 occasions per year 
Every couple of months 
Every couple of months 
Monthly 
2/3 times yearly 
Occasional 
 
 

5. Have you considered using the Fort William Sleeper service to/from London? 
 
Fifty of the 87 people (57%) who answered this question had considered using the sleeper service to 
or from London.  The other 43% (37 respondents) had not.  The reasons for this are appended on 
page 25, but to summarise, the two principal reasons are: ‘no real need’ and, in particular, the 
perceived ‘prohibitive cost’. 
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6. Have you considered using the Fort William Sleeper service to/from an intermediate 
station between FW and Glasgow or Edinburgh? 

 
Thirty of the 87 people (34%) who answered this question had considered using the sleeper service 
to the central belt.  The other 66% (57 respondents) had not; reasons for this are appended on page 
25.  Key responses, however, include: ‘no need for such a service’, ‘lack of awareness’ of it, or ‘more 
convenient alternatives’ (due to people’s location for example).  Perhaps surprisingly, only two 
people mentioned ‘cost’ as a potentially off-putting factor. 

 
 

7. Would a daytime Sunday service in winter be useful to you? 
 
Of the 84 respondents who answered this question, 57 (68%) answered yes and 27 (32%) no. 
 
 

8. Have cancellations or other disruptions affected your intention to travel by rail? 
 
Eighty-three people responded to this question.  Of these, 25 people (30%) had experienced delays, 
while 58 (70%) had not.  Please refer to Appendix One (page 27) for verbatim responses as to what 
kind of delays or cancellations people experienced.  Key responses, however, included ‘landslides’, 
‘breakdowns’ and ‘bad weather’.  While a few responses were either not relevant or recognized 
external factors at play, others did suggest that cancellations had put them off using the train. 
 
 

9. Are you aware of rail cards? 
 
Of the 83 respondents, only seven (11%) were not aware of the existence of rail cards; the other 74 
(89%) did know about them. 

 

Responses: Locals Who Do Regularly Use the Railway 

 
10. As a current rail user, what are the factors that would encourage you to use the railway 

more often? 
 

Lower cost       52 
More frequent services     60 
Greater attention paid to safety    0 
More safe walk/cycleways to stations    1 
More secure parking for bicycles    2 
Better web-based information about services   12 
Greater clarity regarding bicycle carriage policy  9 
More welcoming or better maintained stations  4 
Better catering on board     15 
Greater comfort      33 
Services that better suit commuting needs   18 
Easier access to stations     0 
Introduction of accessible disabled entrances and facilities 2 
More parking for cars      5 
Better 'other' information about services   5 
Better integration with other transport services  35 
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The full range of responses is shown above.  Again, respondents were asked to name all valid factors 
that would encourage greater use, not just the most important factor.  The three most popular 
responses are ‘more frequent services’, ‘lower cost’ and ‘better integration with other modes’.   

 
When asked to expand with verbatim responses, by far the most common comment pertained to 
‘better rolling stock’: for example, “Sprinter trains are just not good enough.  It would make the four-
hour journey between Glasgow and Fort William a lot more pleasant to have better carriages”, and 
“This is one of the most spectacular railway journeys in the world. Let’s have some new rolling stock 
to match, some world class marketing and people will come from all over the world to see our 
beautiful country“.  The full range of comments can be seen on page 28. 
 

 
11. In terms of commuting by rail, where do you, or would you, want to travel to and from? 

AND 

12. In terms of commuting by rail, when would you want to travel? 
 

Please see the analysis of responses under questions 2 and 3 above. 

 

 
13. How often do you travel? 

 
There were 74 responses, as follows: 

Daily    14 
Once or twice per week  17 
Once or twice per month 28 
Other    15 

 
Of the ‘other’ respondents who expanded upon their reasoning the other answers were recorded: 

Occasional 
2/3 times yearly At least 
Monthly Once or twice a month 
Every couple of months 3 or 4 occasions per year 
Every couple of months Every 2 months 
 

 
14. Do you use the Fort William Sleeper service to/from London? 

 
Of the 91 responses, 32 (35%) do use the sleeper service, while 59 (65%) don’t do so.  When the 
latter group was asked to justify or explain why they don’t use it, the most popular of the 49 
responses related to ‘cost’ (23 responses) and ‘no need or desire’ (18 responses).  The verbatim 
responses are on page 30. 
 
 

15. Do you use the Fort William Sleeper service to/from an intermediate station between FW 
and Glasgow or Edinburgh? 

 
Of the 85 responses, 16 (19%) stated that they do use this service to/from an intermediate station, 
while 69 (81%) do not.  With regards to the reasons why the latter group don’t use such a service, 
nine people stated that they had ‘no desire or need’ for such a service, four cited the ‘cost’ as a 
factor, and three said that they ‘weren’t aware of it or hadn’t thought of using it’.  The verbatim 
responses are on page 31. 
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16. Would a daytime Sunday service in winter influence your rail travel decisions? 
 
Of the 83 respondents, 63 (76%) stated that a daytime winter Sunday service would be desirable, 
while 20 (24%) stated ‘no’ to this question. 
 
 

17. Have cancellations or other disruptions affected your travel by rail? 
 
There were 84 responses to the question: 48 people (57%) stated that they had experienced 
disruptions, while 36 (43%) had no such experience.  When asked to expand upon their response, 
those who had had travel disrupted cited a number of reasons.  While the full range of responses 
can be seen on page 32, common answers related to ‘work on the line’ or ‘strike action’.  Many 
responses did not explain the cause of the delay but were used to vent feelings about delays they 
had experienced, witness: “too many cancellations with little or no warning and not enough clear 
signage at station to make people aware about bus service”. 
 
 

18. Do you have a rail card? 
 

Of the 95 respondents to the question, 66 (69%) have a rail card, while 29 (31%) do not. 
 

Generic Responses from All Interviewees 

 
19. What is your home postcode? 

 
In terms of postcodes of respondents, this naturally elicited a very broad range of responses.  The 
full list is appended on page 34, but the principal ‘four-figure’ location of respondents is as follows: 
 

PH33  38       FK20  8      PA38  5       G  4         PH39  7      PH38  6 
PH37  14       HS  2          PH50  2       PH40  3  PH34  7      PH41  3 
PH43  5         PH36  3      IV40  4         IV43  2   PH42  5      Other  17 
 
 

20. How accessible is your nearest railway station on a scale of one to five? 
 
There were 137 responses to this question, with a wide spread of responses in terms of the 
accessibility of their nearest railway station – both those who use the line currently and those who 
don’t: 
 

1 (very inaccessible) 21 
2   15 
3   23 
4   25 
5 (very accessible) 53 
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21. How do you access rail travel information?   
 
When asked which sources they use (multiple answers being allowed), respondents stated that the 
‘National Rail (or other) web site’ was the most popular means of accessing rail information, 
followed by the more traditional means of a ‘paper timetable’ and the ‘railway station’.  The full list 
of responses is: 
 

Paper timetable    45 
Traveline Scotland website   11 
National Rail or other website  110 
National Rail or other phone number 7 
Mobile app     25 
Railway station    41 
Traveline Scotland phone number  10 
Other (please state)    3 

 
In terms of ‘other’ responses, the two useable responses pertained to the ‘train operator’ and 
‘www.trainline.com’. 
 
 

22. What else could be done to encourage more use of the West Highland Line? 

 
This final open-ended question elicited a wide range of responses from participants, both succinct 
and comprehensive; accordingly it is difficult to summarise the responses.  The full list is appended 
on page 35; however some of the key themes, building on comments made earlier in the survey, are: 
 

 Upgraded and more comfortable rolling stock, as befits a world class scenic line. 

 Shorter journey times. 

 Addressing gaps in the timing of services. 

 Do more to enhance and facilitate appreciation of the scenery, from panoramic windows to 
cutting down trees. 

 Making the structuring of tickets and railcards easier to comprehend. 

 Better integration with other public transport services, in terms of ticketing and timing of 
services for example. 

 
It is worthwhile stating that not all the responses were negative, suggesting areas for improvement; 
some participants praised elements of the current service, while others showed appreciation for the 
economic constraints associated with running such a remote railway line. 
Some of the more interesting responses include: 
 

“Better rolling stock. Panoramic coaches to reflect the fact it is supposed to be the most 
beautiful train journey in the world - at the moment it is a real let down for tourists with the 
shabby worn out Sprinters we get dumped with” 
 
“It's neither inspiring nor encouraging for anyone to travel by you if we are paying large 
amounts for a service that, as often as naught, we're not sure it's actually going to be 
running.    Nobody cares if you have a catering service on all trains if there aren't any trains 
running that day. It's something called priorities” 
 
“I think the trains have to be able to carry more bikes with some capacity for taking a couple 
on the day as well as those booked in advance.  People touring don't always know when 

http://www.trainline.com/
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they are going to be in a place.    Our daughter recently came up overnight on the sleeper 
from London and she brought her bike. She had to get up at 4am in Edinburgh to move her 
bike but this involved standing on the platform in her pyjamas for about 30 mins.  She had 
to do the same on the way back but it was midnight this time.  That wasn't acceptable given 
the cost of the ticket and that she hadn't been given advance warning when she booked her 
tickets.  She was only told when she got on the sleeper.  There are already a lot of tourists 
using the west highland line.  I think there could be special tourist cars with great big 
windows etc to maximise on this.  Maybe even audio guides through the most scenic parts 
or an attendant who can move through the train giving tourist information.  The 
guards/ticket collectors already do this to some extent.  To date, the staff on the trains have 
been great and very friendly” 
“Upgrade the trains being used, make prices more affordable, introduce a first-class 
carriage, improve timetabling to accommodate commuters (and build a platform at Aonach 
Mor, so that people could get off the train for there!)” 
 
“A return service on a Sunday that leaves Glasgow much earlier to avoid getting home at 
11.30pm all year would be good.  Better connection with the London Sleeper from Fort 
William to Mallaig (currently a longish wait). Links with Inverness bus routes would be great 
so you can leave and get to / from Inverness more easily. Connectivity in terms of ticketing.  
Making the Sleeper book able well in advance with a clear way of booking to get what you 
want.  Why no sleeper on a Saturday?” 
 
“Evening services to allow you to go to Fort William, Arisaig or Mallaig for a meal and drinks. 
Should be a quick efficient modern service with internet to allow commuting and working 
on the train” 
 
“Better trains and a regular, dependable service” 
 
“Better rolling stock - worn out seats, grubby windows, noisy trains and dirty toilets are 
unacceptable on a world class tourist route in the 21st Century. Improved staff training is 
essential - grumpy conductors constantly moaning about their employer do not create a 
good impression. The majority of staff have no idea how to interact with passengers in a 
friendly manner. A reluctant one word answer, usually mumbled, is the best you can hope 
for. We need well turned out, high calibre staff who understand what public service means. 
Unfortunately it’s a Scotrail-wide problem” 
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4. Survey Findings: Tourists 
 

Coincidentally, 143 questionnaires were also completed by tourists.  Numerous issues were 
encountered in reaching this number: difficulties in getting anyone to respond at the Green Welly 
stop at Tyndrum, which meant this survey location was abandoned; rainy survey days in August and 
September meant that many people were reluctant to stop and talk; and an impression of ‘survey 
fatigue’ evident to the researchers.  Please note: some questions were left blank by respondents, 
which can account for why some of the percentages do not add up to 100%. 
 

Generic Responses from All Interviewees 
 
1. How did you travel here? 

There were 143 responses to this opening question.  The highest percentage of users arrived as a 
couple (37%), with 27% coming to the area in a group of friends. 
 

37%  (53) As a couple 
26%  (38) As a group of friends 
12%  (17) Alone 
10%  (15) Other 
8%  (12) As a family with young children 
4%  (7) As a family with older children 

 

In terms of ‘other’ responses, ‘with family’ accounted for nine of the 13 responses, with ‘a group or 

tour’ making up the other four. 

 

2. Do you have, or did you travel here with someone with, a mobility problem?  

 
Ninety percent (129 respondents) responded to this question with a ‘no’, while 11 people (8%) 
responded affirmatively.  When the latter respondents were asked ‘if yes, how did that affect their 
train travel decision’, the principal responses stated that ‘it didn’t’ (five of the seven).  One stated 
that they “came on coach trip because of it but never planned to travel by train”, while the other 
response was not really applicable to the question.  The full list of responses is appended on page 
41. 
 
 

3. Did you bring a bike to the area? 

Of the 140 responses to this question, 133 (95%) did not bring a bike to the area, and six people (4%) 
did.  Asked how that affected their train travel decision all six responses stated that it didn’t do so, 
one adding that they “never planned to travel by train”.  Again, the list of responses is on page 41. 
 

 

4. Are you aware that the railway line from Fort William to Mallaig is considered one of the 

most scenic in the world? 

 
Based on 139 responses, 77% (107 respondents) are aware of this, while 23% (32 people) are not. 
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5. Do you know that there is a direct sleeper service from London to Fort William? 

Again, based on 139 responses to this question, 65% of people (91) do know about the sleeper 
service from London, while, a perhaps surprisingly high, 35% (48 people) do not. 
 
 

6. Where do you live? 

 
A total of 139 people answered this question.  Interestingly, only 23% were from the UK, with the 
highest proportion (45%) coming from elsewhere in Europe.  The full list of respondents’ home 
locations is: 

 
45%  (62) Other Europe 3%  (4) Central Belt 
19%  (26) North America 2%  (3) Other Scotland 
17%  (24) England 1%  (2) Wales 
7%  (10) Australasia 1%  (1) Africa 
3%  (4) Asia 
 
 

7. What age group are you in? 

This question was answered by 138 people.  By far the largest group was in the 30-60 age group, at 
54%.  The age group percentages are as follows: 
 

54%  (74) 30-60 22%  (31)     Under 30 23%  (32) Over 60 
 
An extra ‘determination’ question was added to the QuickTap survey for logistical purposes, in 
order to send respondents to the next set of pertinent questions.  The question asked “did you 
arrive in the West Highlands by train? If yes, was that on the daytime service or the sleeper 
service? 
 
Based on 138 responses, 88% (121 respondents) stated that they did not arrive by train, 9% (12) 
arrived by the daytime service, and 4% (five people) arrived on the sleeper service. 

 
 

Responses from Tourists who arrived in the West Highlands by daytime 

train 
 

8. Why did you decide to come to the West Highlands by train? 

Twelve people answered this question.  The ‘convenience factor’ was the most popular response, 

cited by seven people.  Of the two people who responded ‘other’, one stated that they wanted to 

‘experience the Jacobite’ while the other said it ‘fitted in with their walking plans’.  The full list is 

thus: 

Convenience  7 Better views  6 
Cost  3 Child-friendly  1 
Comfort 2 Other  2 
Driving on the left 1 
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9. How would you rate the comfort and service aboard the train? 

This question was split into a number of categories.  The results are as follows: 
 
Seating (10 respondents) 
 
On a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 is very uncomfortable and 5 is very comfortable, 60% rated the seating 
as very uncomfortable (‘1’), 30% as uncomfortable (‘2’) and 10% as comfortable (‘4’). 
 
Heating and climate control (10 respondents) 
 
On a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 is very uncomfortable and 5 is very comfortable, 40% rated the heating 
as very uncomfortable (‘1’), 40% uncomfortable (‘2’), 10% as neutral (‘3’) and 10% as comfortable 
(‘4’). 
 
Trolley service (7 respondents) 
 
On a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 is very poor and 5 is very good, 57% (four people) rated the trolley 
service as very poor (‘1’), and 43% (three people) as poor (‘2’). 
 
Toilets (6 respondents) 
 
On a similar scale of 1 – 5, 67% (four people) rated the toilets as ‘1’ (very poor), while one person 
rated them a ‘3’ (neutral) and one a ‘5’ (very good). 
 
Luggage space (7 respondents) 
 
Again, on a scale of 1 – 5, 43% (three people) rated the luggage space as ‘1’ (very poor), with three 
further respondents rating it a ‘2’ (poor) and one person as ‘4’ (good). 
 
Information provided (10 respondents) 
 
On a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 is very poor and 5 is very good, 50% (five people) rated the information 
provided as very poor (‘1’), 40% as poor (‘2’) and one person as good (‘4’). 
 
 

10. How would you rate the ease of booking the journey? 

In terms of ‘available timetable information’, based on 10 responses to this question and where 1 is 
very easy and 5 is very difficult, 40% rated it as very easy (‘1’), 50% as easy (‘2’) and one person as 
neutral (‘3’). 
 
Regarding ‘available information about connecting transport services’, based on seven responses, 
and utilising the same 1-5 scale, 57% (four people) rated it as ‘1’ (very easy), with one person each 
rating it as easy, neutral and difficult (‘2’, ‘3’ or ‘4’ respectively). 
 
When it comes to ‘making reservations and buying tickets’ of the 10 respondents (and again, where 
1 is very easy and 5 is very difficult), 60% rated it as easy (‘1’), 30% as easy (‘2’) and 10% as neutral 
(‘3’). 
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11. How did you book your journey? 

 
Based on 11 responses to this question, 45% (five people) did so ‘at the station’; two people at 
Glasgow, one at Fort William, one in Edinburgh, and one unspecified.  Two people (18%) used the 
‘National Rail or other website’, while 36% (four travelers) used ‘other’ means, respectively: 
 

The Internet (sic);        A pass;        A travel agency in Holland;       On the train 
 
 

12. How would you rate the connectivity with other transport providers? 

There were six responses to this question.  On a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 is very easy and 5 is very 
difficult and/or time-consuming, one-third (two people) rated it as very easy (‘1’), a third as easy 
(‘2’), and one each as neutral (‘3’) and very difficult (‘5’). 
 
 

13. Have cancellations or other disruptions affected your travel by rail? 

 
Based on 10 responses, 80% had not experienced delays, while two people had done.  When the 
latter were asked to expand, the responses were: “train late so missed ferry” and “ferry left early 
because of tide”. 
 
 

14. How would you rate the time scheduling of your train journey? 

On a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 is very convenient or very good and 5 is very inconvenient or very poor, 
of the eight respondents half rated it as ‘1’ (very convenient), three (38%) as a ‘2’ (convenient) and 
one person as ‘4’ (inconvenient). 
 
 

15. What could be done to encourage you to make more use of the West Highland Line 

Please note that the QuickTap software grouped the multiple responses to these questions together; 
please see page 16 for analysed responses. 
 
 

Responses from Tourists who arrived in the West Highlands by the 

Overnight Sleeper 
 

16. How did you find out about the overnight sleeper service?   

Only four respondents arrived by the sleeper service; two of those found out about it on the 
‘Internet’, and two people by ‘word-of-mouth’. 
 
 

17. Did you travel in a seat or in a berth? 

 
All four respondents travelled in a berth. 
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18. How did you book your journey? 

All four people responding booked their trip via www.sleeper.scot.  
 
 

19. How would you rate the ease of booking the journey? 

 
Of the four responses, three rated the ease of booking as easy (‘2’) and one as very difficult (‘5’), on 
a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 is very easy and 5 is very difficult and/or time-consuming. 
 

 

20. Would you recommend the Caledonian Sleeper to others? 

All four respondents answered ‘yes’, they would recommend the sleeper services. 
 
 

21. What else could be done to encourage you to make more use of the West Highland Line?  

Please note that the QuickTap software grouped the multiple responses to these questions together; 
please see page 16 for analysed responses. 
 
 

Tourists who did not arrive in the area by train 
 

22. Did you consider using the train to get to the West Highlands? 

Based on 121 responses to this question, 74% (90 people) said that they had not considered using 
the train, while 26% (31 people) had considered the option.  The verbatim responses are on page 41. 
For those who had responded that ‘yes’, they had considered the train but rejected it, the reasons 
were as follows (from a drop-down list): 

 
Cost       5 
Lack of comfort      1 
Infrequency of services     6 
Inadequate information about access and services 2 
Lack of integration with other transport   1 
Other public transport is more convenient   5 
I don’t use any public transport     1 
Other        18 

 
Of the ‘other’ responses, 12 of the 18 stated that they wanted the ‘flexibility of their own car or a 
hire car’.  The other six responses were: 

 
Problem with the Internet 
No train from Inverness to Fort William 
Not here long enough 
On an organised coach trip 
No tickets available 
Partner doesn’t like travelling by train 

 

http://www.sleeper.scot/
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For those who had responded that ‘no’, they had not considered the train, the reasons for not 
considering this option are stated below (from a drop-down list).  Please note that people were able 
to give multiple responses. 

 
Cost      11 
Lack of comfort    16 
Need for flexibility    40 
Inadequate information about services  4 
I don’t use any public transport  5 
Other      49 

 
Of the ‘other’ answers, multiple responses included: 
  

Travelling by car   12 
Walking the West Highland Way 11 
Walking (generally)   11 
Travelling by coach or bus  8 
Travelling in a camper van  2 
Travelling with lots of luggage  3 

 
Verbatim single responses related to: ‘walking the Great Glen Way’; ‘a planned trip’; ‘lack of 
available services’; ‘no connection available’; ‘timings’; ‘ferry’; and ‘dogs’. 
 

For all respondents 
 

23. Do you plan to use the scheduled train service while you are here in the West Highlands? 

 
Of the 136 people who responded to this question, 54% (73 people) said ‘yes’ and 46% (63) said ‘no’.  
The verbatim responses are on page 41.  Of those that answered ‘yes’, the following routes were 
named: 

 
Fort William – Mallaig   58 
Glasgow    7 
Edinburgh    2 
London    1 
Inverness to Kyle   1 
Day trips from Edinburgh  1 

 
Of the 58 people who planned to travel between Fort William and Mallaig by train, 46 people (79%) 
planned to do so on the ‘steam train’ while 12 people (21%) planned to use the ‘scheduled diesel 
service’. 
 
Of those who did not plan to use the scheduled train service while they were in the West Highlands, 
the following reasons were given (multiple responses were allowed): 

 
Cost       6 
Infrequence of services     11 
Difficulty of access to or from stations   0 
Inadequate information about services   1  
Lack of integration with other transport   1 
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Other public transport is more convenient  13 
I don’t use any public transport    2 
Other       50 

 
Of the ‘other’ responses the most popular given were: 

Have a car    18 
On a coach trip    7 
On a walking holiday   6 
No need or desire   4 
Not enough time   4 
No tickets for Jacobite available  3 
Have a camper van   3 

 
Single responses related to: ‘not able to get to Inverness’; ‘maybe or would consider the train’; and a 
‘lack of flexibility’.   
 

24. What else could be done to encourage you to make use of the West Highland Line?   

A quirk of the QuickTap software meant that all the responses pertaining to this question – whether 
they were from people who used either the daytime or sleeper service to get the West Highlands or 
who didn’t use the train to get here – were grouped together.  Of the 61 tourists who responded to 
this question, 28 explicitly said that ‘nothing’ could be done to persuade them to make use of the 
West Highland Line.  Of those who responded with suggestions that would encourage travel by rail 
in the West Highland, multiple responses being allowed, the following were the most common 
factors: 

 
More information  12 
Cheaper    9 
More services    4 

 
The following verbatim single responses were also recorded (see also page 43 for the full list): 

 
More connections    
More buses, more trains   
Toilets  
Information about what you're passing  
More convenient routes  
Pass that would allow frequent travel  
Other routes available  
Discount for single parent families  
Faster and more convenient  
Discount - return visitor 
Would do if on holiday and could bring dogs 
More money to travel more to Scotland 
Wifi  

 
It is worth commenting that the nature of the tourist survey – being conducted face-to-face outdoors 
– yielded less detailed verbatim responses to all questions with a textbox option, but this question in 
particular, compared to the survey of locals.  The latter would have been most likely completed on 
paper or Survey Monkey in the comfort of respondents’ home or work place. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusions 
 
This survey for the WHCRP, undertaken from March to November 2016, sought to identify the issues 
that constrain locals’ and tourists’ use of rail services on the West Highland railway corridor from 
Mallaig to Crianlarich.  Using a paper questionnaire, an online survey and a face-to-face offline 
survey, just under 290 tourists and locals voiced their opinions on either their use of the line or why 
they chose not to use it.  A summary of the key findings is presented below. 
 

Survey Findings: Locals 
 
For those locals who don’t regularly use the railway, the cost and infrequence of services were by far 
the most common responses, although when prompted to further clarify responses, the long 
journey times was also stated as a common reason.  The perceived cost was also one of the two 
most popular reasons for not considering using the sleeper service to London, although many 
consider that they have no real need to use it.   
 
For current users of the line, it is unsurprising that lower cost and more frequent services are also 
the two greatest factors that would encourage more use of services, with greater comfort and better 
integration with other public transport services also important.  By far the biggest group of 
respondents travel on the line only once or twice a month, suggesting considerable scope for 
increasing use of the line if such aforementioned factors can be addressed.  The sleeper service to 
London is less well used, only 35% travelling on it; again, its cost and no real need or desire were the 
principal factors for not using it.  A considerable 57% of these current users have experienced delays 
or disruptions, strike action or work on the line being more commonly cited issues; respondents 
were not asked, however, to provide information on how many times travel had been disrupted. 
 
Across both current users and non-users, while there was a wide spread of responses in terms of the 
accessibility of their nearest railway station, by far the biggest response group suggested that their 
nearest station was very easy to reach.  Rather less unsurprising was that the National Rail website, 
or equivalent, is the most used means of accessing rail travel information; the popularity of both a 
paper timetable and information accessed at a station, however, suggests that more traditional 
media are still very important. 
 
Asked what could be done on the West Highland Line to encourage greater use there was the 
expected range of responses, although upgraded rolling stock, shorter journey times, and addressing 
gaps in the timing of services were among the most common suggestions.  It is worth noting that 
some participants did praise elements of the current service offering, appreciating the inherent 
difficulties of service provision in a large, rural area. 
 

Survey Findings: Tourists 
 
Interestingly, across all tourists responding to the survey only 23% were from the UK, with the 
highest proportion (45%) coming from elsewhere in Europe, and most of these tourists arrived in 
either a couple or in a group of friends.  Despite the dominant overseas demographic, the awareness 
of the beauty of the Fort William to Mallaig line was high, at over three-quarters of respondents.   
 
In terms of responses from tourists who arrived in the West Highlands by a daytime train, the 
convenience and the better views were the most popular reasons for choosing rail, the former a 
rather conflicting and obviously personal feeling as many people choose the car for its convenience.  
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Their thoughts about the comfort and service upon the train were rather overwhelmingly negative 
however, correlative with locals’ suggestions that improving the rolling stock would be one the 
biggest factors that could attract greater use.  The ease of booking tickets and accessing information, 
conversely, were more widely praised.  The more ’one-off’ nature of tourists’ rail trips render it 
unsurprising that both the scheduling was positively viewed and that delays hadn’t been generally 
experienced.  It is difficult to draw any conclusions about tourists’ use of the sleeper service as only 
four respondents used it; responses and comments were generally positive however. 
 
Around 90% of the tourists interviewed arrived in the west Highlands by car.  This proportion, for 
both domestic and international visitors, is roughly commensurate with 2015 VisitScotland data, 
which show that 71% of domestic visitors arrive in the wider Highlands area by car, 9% by train, 5% 
by plane, 6% by bus or coach and 9% by other.  It wouldn’t be unreasonable to assume that a higher 
percentage of international visitors would arrive in the study area by car having either driven from 
the continent or hired a car after arriving by plane from further afield, as suggested by the findings 
of this study.   
 
Of those that had considered using the train but chose the car, or other transport, instead, it is the 
perceived greater convenience and flexibility that sways many transport decisions.  The train’s 
infrequency of services on this line, along with further beliefs about the lower costs associated with 
using a car, also influences these choices. 
 
The flexibility of the car was easily the most common reason given for not even considering the train 
to get to the region, although the cost of rail travel and perceptions about the car’s greater comfort 
were also important.  A considerable proportion of the respondents had either walked to Fort 
William, citing the West Highland Way predominantly. or more vaguely using the term ‘walking’.  A 
further question here may have yielded more information on how they had planned their ‘return’ 
journey. 
 
Encouragingly, across all tourists responding just over half planned to use the train while they were 
in the area, the vast majority of those anticipating a trip on the Fort William – Mallaig line, and the 
vast majority (nearly 80%) of those planning a trip on the Jacobite.  As above however, the 
infrequence of services, the cost of train travel, the convenience of the car and the fact that many 
already had a car with them were the major reasons for not even considering using the train while 
on holiday. 
 
Finally, the thoughts of tourists were broadly complementary to locals’ feeling in terms of those 
service improvements that would persuade them to make greater use of the train: making services 
more frequent and cheaper were prime factors, along with provision of more information for 
tourists. 
 
Clearly, as 90% of tourists arrive in the west Highlands by car, a great deal of scope exists for 
increasing their use of the West Highland Line.  On the one hand, for many people the sheer 
convenience of the car, the perceived cost difference when driving with passengers (for example as 
a family), and the entrenched car-centrism may always dictate transport decisions.  For other 
consumers conversely, increased, targeted marketing activity, greater information provision and 
their awareness of service improvements may be enough to sway their travel decisions.  Along with 
quite high awareness of the line’s aesthetic attraction, such initiatives may yield significant increases 
in tourist use. 
 
The needs of locals are both similar and divergent.  While improved rolling stock - and attendant 
increased in comfort and on-board services – and increased frequency of services could also attract 
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more local people to use the line, the indicative findings suggest a more commuter-friendly 
timetable would appeal to certain users, especially on the Mallaig Extension.  A few of the 
respondents appreciated the difficulty of providing a cost-effective, frequent service in the west 
Highlands, but the weight of response still seems to suggest that these factors remain the biggest 
stumbling blocks, and principal factors to be addressed if more people, tourists and locals alike, are 
going to give the line the purpose and use that its iconic status deserves. 
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Appendix One 

Verbatim Responses: Locals’ Survey 
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Question 1 What are your reasons for NOT using the railway?  
Other 
 

 Very poor toilets and cleanliness.  Inconsideration of other passengers eg noisy ( mobile 

phones ) feet up on seats  On board staff to ensure standards are met 

 Needs a faster service from Fort William to Glasgow I.e. One taking less than 4 hours e.g. 2 

hours 

 Hourly trains needed to persuade people out of cars. 

 Local bus services are not timetabled to match with rail services.  

 Service pattern is too uneven to make it easy to use for work or leisure, also last train from 

Glasgow departs too early. Could do with an extra train from Glasgow later in evening, even 

if it only went part way along the route 

 I wouldn't mind the infrequent service if I could train in one direction and cycle in the other, 

but that isn't possible. 

 Missed opportunity for Abellio Scotrail to make money and provide much needed cycle 

capacity. 

 As I come from the Isle of Eigg, a 6am train from Glasgow would be of great benefit as it 

would mean I could travel up in time to catch the 10.15am ferry thus making it possible to 

travel all the way over to Eigg in one day instead of the present circumstance which entails 

staying over in Mallaig/Arisaig and having to pay £20 for accommodation.  There used to be 

a 6am train and I'm not sure why this service terminated as it was of great convenience to 

Islanders who have a difficult time getting over and back to the mainland as it is.  

 I am island based - train from Mallaig offers public transport via Fort William to Glasgow / 

Central belt, but not easily to Inverness - therefore usually use own vehicle. 

 Fare structure is unfair to rural stations. 

 Duration of journey being much longer than road (Glenfinnan - Glasgow)  

 The long journey times to get to places is a main reason for not using the trains. 

 We need a regular train from Roy Bridge to Fort William so that we do not have to drive to 

work. 

 Travel to Inverness is not possible and most Mallaig meetings are in the evenings.   The time 

taken is also a factor. 

 Lack of integration, cost and frequency of service - this is especially with other train services. 

I have frequently used train services from inverness but if I add the section of the journey on 

the west highland line the cost goes through the roof (disproportionately) and the travel 

options are vastly reduced. I would far rather go from my local train station if possible.  

 I have difficulty walking and find the trips I would make by train (to Inverness) are much 

easier with the car as I am then more mobile round the city. 

 Time to travel - is much slower than other public transport. 

 Kyle rail is suited only to tourist industry - and a 40 min drive away from home 😳 

 Fort William to Glasgow train frequently has no heating and/or toilet facilities and train 

always worn and not nearly as comfortable as trains going short distances in central belt ie 

Glasgow to Edinburgh.    Train times back from Glasgow limited. A 3pm ish service from 

Glasgow to Fort William would be welcomed. 

 Ferry times don't match up either on outward or return journey which means accessing train 

by car, then I have problems accessing parking. It’s easier to do the whole journey on the 

mainland by car 
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 Train into FW from Mallaig line is early but OK, return trains are 16.19 or 22.14.  Utterly 

ridiculous.   

 Too long a train journey between Fort William and Glasgow. 

 Other than as an occasional treat, as the scenery is spectacular, the journey time to Glasgow 

is too long on the train. 

 The nearest station is 20 miles away.  The nearest bus stop for going to Glasgow is 8.  Bus 

travel is free, rail service is not.  usually require car if going further than Glasgow. 

 Bus travel is free with bus pass, but have to pay on train.  Buses to either of the railway 

stations nearest to my home in Duror (ie - Ft W or Connel) don't fit in with train times.  

Either an hour or so too early, or too tight to risk. 

 It's very slow and you can't really look out (especially in between Arisaig and Fort William) 

because of the many trees obstructing the view. 

 I travel from Skye - the early morning train is too early and then there is none until lunch 

time, by then it is too late for a return shopping trip. If not prebooking the tickets and 

getting a saver price it costs more by train then by car. 

 The trains are old and really quite slow.  Quicker to drive from Lochailort to Fort William.  

 I use the train when travelling as part of a larger group as it's a sociable form of travel 

(tables, toilets etc), however I am put off using it because of the length of time the journey 

takes compared with travelling by car. 

 Not sure if this includes the sleeper train?  Certainly the sleeper train has a really poor 

information/booking system online - very difficult to find the available dates online 

 Need one mid-afternoon to Glasgow and to Bridge of Orchy later than 1pm   

 Train interior needs updating as it dirty and we are not all hillwalkers and feel that it's a 

waste of time getting dressed up to travel.     

 Occasionally take train to Edinburgh at weekends.  Sunday times often make this difficult 

 
 

Question 2 In terms of COMMUTING by rail, where would you want to travel to and from? 
                
                AND 
 
Question 3 In terms of COMMUTING by rail, at what time approximately would you want to 
travel? 
 
Paper Responses 
FW    Birmingham   Earliest possible  
Helensburgh    Oban     Varies 
Glasgow     Bridge of Orchy   11am  4pm  
Fort William    Glasgow   7am  6pm  
Fort William   Glasgow   8am  6pm 
Fort William   Coventry   8am  6pm 
Fort William   Glasgow   07.44  18.21 
Lochailort   Edinburgh  
Lochailort   Glasgow   11am  1pm 
Glenfinnan   Fort William   8.30am  5.30pm 
Fort William   Glenfinnan   8.30am  5.30pm 
Glenfinnan   Fort William   9am  7pm 
Glasgow/Edin   Fort William   Mornings 
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Survey Monkey Responses 
Crianlarich   Mallaig    0800  1600 
Glasgow   Fort William or Oban  08.00 circa 13.00 circa 
Edinburgh   Skye    1000  1500 
Portree    Kyle of lochalsh   
Glasgow or possibly further   Garelochhead   07.00-07.30 17.30 
Banavie    Fort William   830am  13.00 
Crianlarich   Anywhere in Scotland  6.3  17.15 
Fort William   Crianlarich   11  4.30 
Mallaig    Glasgow   06.00  
Inverness   Mallaig    Dependant on ferry times  
Mallaig     Glasgow or Edinburgh    16.00 
Lochailort    Glasgow   7  5 
Glas & Mallaig    Glenfinnan   0800  1800 
Fort William   Mallaig    730  1700 
Glenfinnan   Fort Willian    10  6 
Fort William   Glenfinnan   Various  Various 
Fort William   Glenfinnan   0800  1700 
Fort William   Spean Bridge   6.30  17 
Inverness   Fort William   7  10 
NA    NA    NA  NA 
Inverness   Fort William   0900  1600 
Inverness   Fort William   8  
Glasgow   Fort William   Arrive < 10am To leave > 6pm 
There are no tracks to where I'd need to commute from and to    
Glasgow   Corpach   9  20 
Portree    Inverness & Fort William  07.30  
Fort William    Corpach   8  5 to 7 
Inverness/Oban   Fort William   more regular route times  
Glasgow   Fort William   08.00  15.00 
Mallaig    Fort William   7.30  5.15 
Corpach   Fort William   9.05  14.25 
Fort William   Corpach   c. 8:00 am c.17:10 
n/a    n/a    n/a  n/a 
Fort William   Oban    In my dreams   
Glasgow   Fort William   1000  1700 
Edin/London   Mallaig & Fort William  8  6 
Glasgow   Fort William   6  12 
Fort William   Locheilside   8.30  6.15 
Locheilside   Fort William   8am 6 or 7pm 
Glasgow   Fort William   6.30  18.30 
Glasgow   Oban or Fort William  c30 mins > arrival of Oban-FW bus 
Mallaig    Corpach   0730  1700   
Fort William    Morar    7  6 
Fort William    Spean Bridge   8.30am  5.30 or 6pm 
Inverness   Kyle    8.30  4-5pm 
Fort William   Lochailort   7.30-8.00 12, 4.30, 5, 6 (office hrs) 
Skye    southern England & Inverness 9  
Glasgow or FW   Crianlarich   arrive by 9 leave shortly after 5 
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The list below represents collated responses for users (see pages 29-39) and non-users (from above) 
of the line, analysed by the WHCRP to find the dominant indicative patterns. 
 
Extension, south bound 
Mallaig Corpach 0730 1700 
Mallaig Fort William 7.30 5.15 
Arisaig  Glenf, Glas, FW, Inverkeithing 7-9am 6-9pm 
Glenfinnan Fort William 8.30am 5.30pm 
Glenfinnan Fort William 9am 7pm 
Glenfinnan Fort William 10 6 
Locheilside Fort William 8am 6 or 7pm 
Corpach Fort William 9.05 14.25 
Banavie Fort William 830am 13.00 
 
Extension, north-bound 
Fort William  Corpach 8 5 to 7 
Fort William  Morar 7 6 
Fort William Locheilside 8.30 6.15 
Fort William Corpach c. 8:00 am c.17:10 
Fort William Glenfinnan 0800 1700 
Fort William Glenfinnan 8.30am 5.30pm 
Fort William Glenfinnan Various Various 
Fort William Lochailort 7.30-8.00 12.00, 4.30, 5.00, 6.00 
(office hours) 
Fort William Locheilside 8.30 6.15 
Fort William Mallaig 730 1700 
Glas & Mallaig  Glenfinnan 0800 1800 
Fort William/Glasgow Glenfinnan 9.00am  
Glasgow Glenfinnan 0900 1800 
Glasgow Glenfinnan 8  
Glasgow Mallaig 0830  
 
Main Line, south-bound 
Fort William  Glasgow 7am 6pm  
Fort William  Spean Bridge 8.30am 5.30 or 6pm 
Fort William Glasgow 7am 10pm 
Fort William Coventry 8am 6pm 
Fort William Crianlarich 11 4.30 
Fort William Glasgow 8am 6pm 
Fort William Oban In my dreams   
Fort William Spean Bridge 6.30 17 
FW Birmingham Earliest possible  
Bridge of Orchy Glasgow 7.30am 6pm  
Tyndrum Crianlarich 08.45 16.00 
Crianlarich Anywhere in Scotland 6.3 17.15 
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Main Line, north-bound 
Edinburgh Skye 1000 1500 
Glasgow   Bridge of Orchy 11am 4pm  
Glasgow or FW Crianlarich arrive by 9 leave shortly after 5 
Glasgow Bridge of Orchy 7  
Glasgow Garelochead or Helensburgh 0600 
Glasgow Tyndrum Lower 0700  
Glasgow Corpach 9 20 
Glasgow Fort William or Oban 08.00 circa 13.00 circa 
Glasgow Fort William 0800 1500 
Glasgow Fort William 1000 1700 
Glasgow Fort William 6 12 
Glasgow Fort William 6.30 18.30 
Glasgow Oban or Fort William Approx 30 mins after arrival of Oban-FW bus 

Glasgow/Edin Fort William Mornings 
Helensburgh Crianlarich 7am 7pm  
London Corpach  7  
 
 
Question 5 Have you considered using the Fort William Sleeper service to/from London?  
‘If no, why not’ responses (see page 5)  
 

 Costly   

 Uncomfortable 

 Though it is difficult to Book and get a first class or standard berth 

 I rarely travel to London 

 No use for my needs.  

 Cost too expensive and cheaper to fly from inverness 

 Why go to London, horrible place. :) 

 Too expensive for a local. 

 Not required 

 Cost - too expensive 

 Rarely if ever travel to London, but might consider if I was for any reason 

 Far far too expensive 

 Cost 

 Can't sleep on the journey  

 No need 

 It arrives at my local station too late for work.  It is also not reliable. 

 Seldom in London 

 Did not know one was available. Is further from me than Inverness. Online booking not 
possible?? I haven't found a way to do it.... 

 No need for it though would consider if the need arose. 

 I don't live there. 

 Didn't know it went from there 

 Too expensive. 

 Too expensive. 

 Preferred times would be Thursday night to London, returning Satuday night to Fort William.  
The price is absolutely extortionate, even booking in advance or going into the Station to 
book tickets.  Perhaps if the Sleeper was more affordable, then more people would take 
advantage of the service. 
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 Cost 

 No need to go to London 

 Used it many times 

 length of journey 

 Sharing a sleeping booth with strangers 

 Cost 

 Don't visit London 

 But not recently. Too difficult as can't book far enough ahead. 

 Uncompetitive cost compared to cheaper East Coast tickets from Kingussie 

 Extremely expensive since the new operators took over.  Now appears to be over £500 
return.  Would pay up to £100 each way.  What happened to Bargain Berths? 

 Considered, yes, but not used it as there is no service on a Sunday. 

 Haven't gone to London recently 

 not needed it yet 

 It is very expensive compared with flight from inverness  

 Too expensive   

 I would fly to London  

 The price  

 Cost   

 Don't need to go to London, find bunks claustrophobic and don't sleep 

 Too expensive   

 Cost - particularly for two people travelling    
 
 
Question 6 Have you considered using the Fort William Sleeper service to/from an intermediate 
station between FW and Glasgow or Edinburgh?  
‘If no, why not’ responses (see page 5)  
 

 Bus is more convenient       

 Not convenient   

 Times do not suit     

 No need           

 Hadn't thought it was possible  

 Would have to travel by car / leave car in unsecure carpark 

 Because of lack of details 

 Not practical and much more expensive.  

 No point when you can travel during the day 

 Am unsure what tickets are valid on it to travel between FW and stations to/from 
Edinburgh/Glasgow 

 I didn't know you could get on the sleeper service at Edinburgh.  I wouldn't want to change 
at Glasgow in the middle of the night. 

 No need 

 Not sure how to book seats...it seems very complex. 

 Too expensive 

 It hadn't occurred to me to do so. 

 No reason to travel to any of these destinations 

 Very useful  

 was not aware we could 

 I don't live between FW & Glasgow & Edinburgh.  

 Cost 
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 I frequently catch the sleeper home 

 No need 

 Didn't know there was one. Too far from home. 

 Not relevant geographically to me. 

 It didn't occur to me. 

 I don't live there. 

 Day train more convenient 

 Not required. 

 I didn't realise that you could 

 No need 

 Not required  

 Fort William is closest station that has the sleeper service 

 Don't live there 

 no reason to 

 Not a service I thought I would use 

 Never crossed my mind that you could do this 

 FW nearest station 

 Would only want to go to an intermediate station if I lived near it. 

 No reason to.  

 Never travelled at that time 

 Occasionally take sleeper train from Spean Bridge to Fort William in morning.  Would use 
daily if it arrived in FW by 9am to suit office hours.  Usually return on 17.37 but sometimes 
catch evening sleeper to return to Spean Bridge. 

 As Spean Bridge is cloer than Fort William and the ferry connection to Skye does not work. 
Still not used it. Connecting bus to Skye from Spean bridge would help. 

 Prefer to have car with me in Glasgow/Edinburgh 

 Didn't know you could 

 not needed it yet 

 It is late in the evening so I have no use for it 
 
 
Question 8 Have cancellations or other disruptions affected your intention to travel by rail? 
Explanations 
 

 Snow  

 We have had to change train to bus halfway through journey on numerous occasions so 
have started taking the bus   

 Landslides and bad weather in winter      

 Regular cancellations       

 Strike action which always generates reliability issues 

 Landslides  Weather 

 Since new contract began there have been cancellations that previously almost never 
occurred. it is important that rail kept open in our remote rural area 

 Mallaig ferry due bad weather outwith scortail control 

 Cancellations in bad weather with no local station information being given 

 I was in Oban on a day trip and the return 18:00 train breaks down. No replacement such as 
bus service offered, I didn't get home until past 10pm at night. Last time I used the train. 

 We need guards as journey takes along time welfare and safety of passengers is important. 

 Current Scotrail dispute. 

 Recent disruptions have not endeared me to use rail.  
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 Guests inconvenienced 

 Flooding 

 Having to change carriages or trains. Breakdowns. 

 No, because train travel for commuting is impossible 

 Only occasionally 

 Was booked on early morning train from Kyle to Edinburgh to fly from there. Due to snow 
train was cancelled which was not communicated at all. Ended up having to drive to 
Inverness on untreated roads to catch the next train, which defied the object of not having 
to drive in that weather and using the train instead. 

 Trains don't run frequently enough to be useful so don't use them as much as I would. 

 I find often a bus replacement is on which puts me off because I don't like travelling by bus  
 
 
Question 10 As a current rail user, what are the factors that would encourage you to use the 
railway more often?  
Explanations 
 

 Why not emulate Swiss railways? Superb comfort, reliability and excellent catering. 

 The key issue is the frequency of services. We are particularly lacking an afternoon service 
from Glasgow to Mallaig. 

 Wifi 

 A waiting room n the winter 

 A single service on Sundays during the winter months that does not arrive in Mallaig until 
23.30 hrs is a disgrace 

 Crianlarich has no disabled access. When travelling with a disabled friend, she needs to drive 
to Tyndrum Lower. This means having to plan trips as she needs help loading her mobility 
scooter into her car; she can't travel spontaneously. Travelling to Fort William or Mallaig is 
literally impossible as she would need to drive to Tyndrum Lower, then travel back to 
Crianlarich to change over to the FW/Mallaig train. Not the easiest, given the limited 
timetable!   

 What about a speedier service. 

 Sprinter trains are just not good enough.  It would make the 4 hour journey between 
Glasgow and Fort William a lot more pleasant to have better carriages.  

 The seats are OK for short journeys into Fort William but the 4 hour plus journey to Glasgow 
is uncomfortable, new stock please. 

 The trains never wait at Mallaig for late ferries from the Small Isles. Even if the ferry is only 
ten minutes late, the train leaves and you are left stranded in Mallaig, where you have to 
pay to stay the night somewhere - if indeed, you can find anywhere with a vacancy for the 
night. 

 I use the service fairly often by driving from Sleat to FW or Spean Bridge and sometimes in 
summer from Mallaig, but ferry connections are limited and unreliable this summer, and 
completely unsuitable in winter.  The trains are noisy, cramped, and often with no heating in 
winter.  I don't use it for winter weekends, as the only service from Glasgow on Sundays is 
FAR too late - I wouldn't get home until nearly midnight. 

 WIFI on trains  

 I understand number of bike spaces may be reduced and the number bookable reduced to 2 
on new rolling stock - this is worrying. With only 3 trains per day, travel with bikes is too 
uncertain to contemplate unless they can be booked. Reducing the number of bike spaces is 
a backward step, not progress!! 

 Trains running as timetabled would also be appreciated   
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 I would use this service more if I could guarantee taking my bike at short notice.  The process 
of booking the bike on the train can be a barrier as well as the limited space for bikes to be 
carried. 

 The trains used between Mallaig/Fort William & Glasgow are old, shabby and uncomfortable 
(too cold in winter, and too hot in the summer.  After travelling by train between Edinburgh 
and Glasgow recently, I realised just how shabby the trains on the West Highland line are.  
More investment, please!  Especially if we are marketing the area for tourism. 

 the early train from mallaig to Glasgow was very cold in the winter so effective heating 
would be great in the winter. Food could always be improved .   I prefer the train to other 
forms of transport though. 

 I use th train as much as I need to and am happy with the service  

 Stations should have VDU information screens.  However, the fundamental issue is that all 
information (including VDUs, online, help phones etc) are only updated with train running 
info when the train passes the route's main stations (Mallaig, Fort William, Crianlarich, 
Oban, Helensburgh). This means that information is often up to 2 hours out of date. 

 More space for holiday luggage.   Cleaner toilets or checked at times to ensure cleanliness   
More train connections from Glasgow - Mallaig connect CalMac Ferry to small isles during 
the week days.   Travel with an older child with severe disabilities but have to change her on 
the toilet floor which is often wet and smells!  

 Upgrade of trains on West Highland Line. Wifi on trains to be able to work whilst travelling. 
Better timetable - no service between 4 pm and 10 pm from Fort William to Mallaig 

 New trains are desperately needed 

 This is one of the most spectacular railway journeys in the world. Let’s have some new 
rolling stock to match, some world class marketing and people will come from all over the 
world to see our beautiful country 

 Shorter journey times - Length of journey - Mallaig to Edin by train means leaving Mallaig at 
4pm and not getting to Edinburgh until just before 11pm, nearly 7 hours.  Or you could drive 
in 4 and a half hours.  

 
 
Question 11 In terms of commuting by rail, where do you or would you want to travel to and 
from? 
                AND 
 
Question 12 In terms of commuting by rail, when would you want to travel? 
 
Paper Responses 
Helensburgh   Crianlarich   7am 7pm  
Tyndrum   Crianlarich    08.45 16.00 
Helensburgh   Glasgow   7.30am 6pm 
Bridge of Orchy   Glasgow   7.30am 6pm 
Fort William   Glasgow   7am 10pm 
Fort William   Glasgow   07.44 18.21 
Arisaig     Glenf, Glas, FW, Inverkeithing 7-9am 6-9pm 
Fort William   Inverness   9am 6pm  
Borders/Yorkshire/Glasgow Kingussie/Fort William  Early morning to late afternoon 
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Survey Monkey Responses 
Inverness   Mallaig    8 
FW or Spean    Glasgow or Arrochar   
Glasgow   Mallaig    Current times (bar winter Sundays) are ok 
Glasgow   Tyndrum Lower   0700  
Inverness, Glasgow & Edin Mallaig    It would be great if the trains co-incided 

better with Small Isles ferry times 

Glasgow   Glenfinnan   8  
Glasgow   Glenfinnan   0900 1800 
Fort William/Glasgow  Glenfinnan   9.00am  
Fort William and Glasgow Glenfinnan   morning  
Spean Bridge   Glasgow   
Glasgow   Mallaig    Unknown  
London    Corpach    7  
Glenfinnan (or less often,  

Dundee via Glas) Mallaig/Morar   0930 
Fort William   Corpach   
Not applicable    
Fort William   Locheilside   8.30 6.15 
London    Fort William or Lochailort   
Glasgow   Mallaig    0830  
Spean Bridge   Arisaig    900 1400 & occasionally 1800 
Glasgow   Arisaig    10  
Glasgow   Bridge of Orchy   7  
Glasgow   Garelochead or Helensburgh 0600 
London    Spean Bridge   
Mallaig    Edinburgh/Glasgow   
Mallaig    Glasgow   
I would like a faster journey time to Glasgow..…. 
My commonest journey is to/from Glasgow overnight…… 
I would like mid-afternoon return from Glasgow, between the two existing services…… 
From Glasgow mid-afternoon. 
 
 
Question 14 Have you considered using the Fort William Sleeper service to/from London? 
‘If no, why not’ responses (see page 6)  

 Cheaper to go other lines  

 No desire to go to London  

 Cost      

 Never any seats and very expensive  

 Too expensive       

 No desire to       

 No requirement personally  

 Cost  

 Availability/expenses     

 I never go to London, not required 

 Too expensive 

 It's cheaper to get the train to Glasgow and then fly to Bristol 

 Cost 

 Don't travel to London! 

 No reason to use it. 
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 I don't go to London much, but if I did, I would definitely look into using the Sleeper 

 I never need to go to London. 

 Too expensive 

 Too expensive - would love to use it.  

 Not aware of train times. Have not travelled to London recently. 

 It is very very expensive! 

 Too expensive, and can't guarantee the ferry getting in to the mainland on time, especially 
during winter and early spring. 

 But only infrequently.  It is very hard to get a reasonably-priced ticket. 

 Don't go to London  

 Not had need of it so far but would consider if appropriate and cost effective. 

 Having to change coach in Edinburgh if in a seated coach 

 Too expensive without bargain berths. 

 I don't live there 

 Doesn't fit with my needs 

 Because I have no need to 

 Haven't had the need yet  

 Too expensive 

 No need for it so far 

 Never had as you need to be in quick for it to be affordable but would like to. 

 Don't go to London 

 Too expensive. 

 Cost is extremely prohibitive, and would prefer ensuite cabins 

 very occasionally 

 I don't want to go to London 

 Cost and poor reputation 

 I would use it more if it were more affordable and to be honest cleaner.  

 Too expensive, but I would love to be able to use it. 

 Haven't needed/wanted to go to London. 

 Tried to book sleeper for several trips to/from London but so expensive for family of 5, Price 
too prohibitive.  Such a shame you couldn't provide promotions for holders of West 
Highland Rail Cards - valued customers who use your services, work within the tourism 
industry and could help spread the word about this amazing service. My work involves an 
environmental project where we are trying to actively promote alternatives to travelling by 
car. Cycling, walking, using the train for journeys.  

 Not often in London and when I am I need to get there more quickly. 

 Does not run on Sunday, takes forever, connection to Skye bad. 

 Not needed yet.  

 Not needed yet 

 Doesn't connect with the ferries out to the Small Isles, except for the Fri/Sat service in the 
summer  

 
 
Question 15 Have you considered using the Fort William Sleeper service to/from an intermediate 
station between FW and Glasgow or Edinburgh? 
‘If no, why not’ responses (see page 6)  
 
Did not know this was possible  
Easier by car   
I do that trip in daylight    
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Never any seats  
Too expensive       
No desire to         
No requirement   
Fort William-based   
No need   
Costs 
No reason to. 
Always use day train instead because timing is more convenient. 
Arrives in Edinburgh too late 
Going to London 
Just use regular services 
Always had to book it in advance. No good for spontaneous travel! 
I use the earlier trains or the bus 
No use 
Its not a time of day I need to travel 
Too expensive 
Only use it if I'm travelling to London 
I have used it to Glasgow or Edinburgh, but not recently as the arrival times (or departure from 
Glasgow) are unattractive. 
Not relevant geographically to me. 
I don't live there 
Doesn't fit with my travelling needs 
Because I have no need to 
Too expensive 
No need so far 
Prefer to go by car so few trains 
Day train more convenient for shorter distance 
Didn't know that you could 
Never thought of it  
Already told you earlier in the questionnaire, Fort William is the closest station that uses the sleeper 
service 
Haven't needed / wanted to. 
Not used it recently but have done in the past when absolutely essential to Glasgow. 
not needed yet 
 
 
Question 17 Have cancellations or other disruptions affected your intention to travel by rail? 
Explanations 
 

 Work on line  

 Work on line         

 Train cancelled       

 Frequently summer 2015 and also this year 

 Glasgow to Fort William train with only carriage and not enough seats due to problems with 
other carriages    

 Sleeper delays and breakdowns - only rarely   

 I have experienced cancellations but the replacement has been perfectly good, so no 
disruption  

 Been delayed several hours. 
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 There were no trains beyond Glasgow on New year's day, so I ended up spending the night 
in Glasgow only to find there was no early train to Mallaig the next day, which meant 
missing the ferry to the Small Isles. So I had to spend two further nights in Fort William 
before getting to Mallaig in time for the ferry. 

 Have sometimes been affected by cancellation of evening train from Glasgow but Scotrail 
have always laid on a taxi. 

 on one occasion I was travelling with a 90 year old mother and we had to go by road, much 
less safe in bad weather 

 Armadale to Mallaig ferry disruption  

 Ancient rolling stock basically responsible for delays & problems 

 Strike action.  "A shortage of train crew" seems to be happening more and more frequently! 
At least once a week I have a text alerting me to this problem.    How accurate are the 
texts?? There's no scope for train crew joining the train by car/taxi further into the journey, 
therefore allowing passengers to embark once there is enough crew.   

 Rail strike action, but I sympathise with the strikers, so was happy to make other 
arrangements 

 Too many cancellations with little or no warning and not enough clear signage at station to 
make people aware about bus service 

 Avoid travelling on strike days although I am aware of the bus service provided on those 
days. 

 frequency of current strikes are causing concern, otherwise, replacement buses not running 
to time can be an issue. 

 Ferry disruptions are the main concern, but limited trains from Glasgow to Mallaig during 
bank holidays has meant much expense and delay. 

 Extreme weather causes totally understandable disruption.  One one occasion last year a 
single two-car unit arrived for a heavily-booked summer Saturday service from FW.  Our 
replacement bus left 25 minutes after the train, was diverted by a road-closure beyond 
Tyndrum, got stuck in a traffic jam around Callendar - and still arrived 15 minutes before the 
train in Glasgow.  Which goes to show how painfully slow the service is.  I know there is 
limited opportunity to improve journey times, but they are even longer than they used to 
be.  Could extra trains with fewer stops help? 

 Routes from Inverness seem to have regular disruptions. Once I was scheduled to be 1 hour 
late into Edinburgh which would have meant I missed a plane, but I was taxied from Perth 
and caught the plane. This was excellent management and I was very satisfied with the 
efforts gone to ensure I didn't miss my plane. 

 Weather conditions & not enough staff 

 Trains are frequently cancelled or late, with call centre staff sometimes giving incorrect and 
contradictory information. Trains have been over 40 minutes late several times in the last 
year, insufficient facilities done to take care of people left in the lurch by cancellations, such 
as not sending guards to check platforms, meaning people miss the replacement service, no 
facilities for those with who have animals with them, small children with prams or large 
amounts of luggage. There has been instances where me and over a dozen others were left 
in the lurch by train cancellations and the incredibly lazy organisation for transporting those 
who bought tickets for those services. 

 Only a little but the bus replacement service has been adequate. Also once had to be taxied 
from Glasgow to Spean bridge when the connecting train from south into Glasgow was 
delayed and I missed the onward train from Glasgow to fort William.  This was well 
organised by station staff. 

 over the last 5 years using sleeper once or twice a year I have been affected a couple of 
times by engine breaking down and weather as have members of my family 

 Many trains cancelled over the last year or more. 
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 once most winters because of weather conditions or effects of weather on the line or 
equipment. Bus service has been good except for once a few years ago when we had to wait 
for hours in Crianlarich. 

 Yes it has. Long, long, journeys to Glasgow when rail service not available during the winter 
months for trying to travel to Glasgow for work. 

 Staff shortages, cancellations etc. Never been as bad as this before. 

 The sleeper's punctuality is appalling 

 Was booked on early morning train from Kyle to Edinburgh to fly from there. Due to snow 
train was cancelled which was not communicated at all. Ended up having to drive to 
Inverness on untreated roads to catch the next train, which defied the object of not having 
to drive in that weather and using the train instead. 

 Travel by sleeper twice a month. Delayed 50% of the time. Daytime travel between 
Helensburgh and Glasgow is delayed approx 20% of the time (at least one day a week) 

 we have received refund after disruptions so can't really complain 

 Not notified of the rail replacement bus - left stranded on more than one occasion. 
 
 
Question 19 What is your home postcode? 
 
PH33 7HS  
FK20 8QS  
FK20 8RQ  
PH33 6RY  
PH33 6SD  
PH33 6SE  
PA38 4BS  
G84 9AP  
PA36 4AG  
PH33 7NR  
PH33 6UJ  
PH33 7PP  
PH33 7LH   
PH39  
PH38  
PH38 4NG  
PH37 4LT  
PH37 4LT  
PH37 4LT  
HS8 5UB  
PH33 6NL  
PH33 6TE  
PH33 6EW  
PH50 4RE  
PH39 4NU  
PH39 4NP  
HS2 9HB 
PH40 
PH42 4RL 
PH43 4RR 
PH337LY 
pa384bs 

PH36 4HY 
PH36 4JU 
PH39 4NJ 
Iv51 9yb  
Ic51 9pj 
IV45 8RB 
PH35 4HN 
G84 0EL 
ph31 4ar 
PH42 4RL 
FK20 8QP 
FK20 8QN 
Ph337ht 
Fk20 8qn 
FK20 8RQ 
FK20 8QR  
G51 1AT 
PH42 4RL 
PH44 4RS 
PH42 4RL  
Pa384bw 
PH34 4EZ 
Ph38 4nb 
Ph374lt 
PH37 4LT 
PH41 2RP 
ph374lt 
PH43 4RR 
PH37 
ph37 4lt 
PH37 4LT 
PH37 4LT 

PH37 4LT 
Ph37 4lt 
PH49 4JQ 
G412LH 
PH43 4RR 
PH37 4LS 
PH34 4ED 
IV43 8QX 
ph43 4rr 
Ph33 
PH43 4RR 
IV21 2DB 
IV40 
PH33 7LS 
PH33 6GY 
PH33 7LX 
PH33 6HQ 
IV40 8DP 
PH337JH 
PH34 4EW 
Iv51 9tu 
PH40 4PE 
PH34 4EW 
PH33 7JH 
PH33 6TW 
PH33 6UP 
IV43 8QU 
PH33 6TY 
Ph33 6hf 
ph33 7lt 
PH33 7JH 
PH33 
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PA345UL 
PH33 6HH 
PH33 6BG 
ph38 4nb 
PH33 6QQ  
PH41 4PL 
PH33 7RA 
ph33 7np 
PH33 7NP 
PH33 7HR 
PA37  
ph33 6ny 
PH36 4LE 

PH41 4PL 
PH50 4SB 
PA38 4DA 
PA38 
PH39  
P:H33 6SA 
PH39 4NJ 
PH40 4PA 
PH34 4EU 
PH39 
PH34 4EU 
PA34 
IV49 9AJ 

iv40 8he 
G84 8SZ 
PH38 4LZ 
IV48 8TD 
IV40 8DZ 
iv558zt 
Ph33  6ly 
Ph34 4eu 
PH42 4RL 
fk208ru 
PH38  
Ph33 
PH374LT

 
  
Question 22 What else could be done to encourage more use of the West Highland Line? 
 

 Keep it going  

 Further advertising of sleeper availability from all stations   

 The use of WH rail is ok but to travel elsewhere the mad discrepancies in fares make rail 
travel very expensive  

 Possibly more frequent but smaller trains?  

 Cheaper tickets     

 Lower fares  

 I have a bus pass so use bus instead     

 Less cancellations  

 Daytime Sunday service in winter   

 More trains  

 Trains more frequent and more appropriate times  

 More frequent trains with not so long a gap between train times  

 Greater connectivity to the South Uist/Mallaig ferry    

 Cheaper day returns.  I am told they are available but no information readily at hand  

 Don't know - I find it a very good service already  

 What else could be done to encourage more use of the West Highland Line? 

 Open-Ended Response 

 Provide decent rolling stock with a restaurant car. 

 Improve the line and carriages so the journey is quicker and more comfortable.  Get the 
train service to meet with the ferry service in Mallaig. 

 More frequent trains between Mallaig and Glasgow. I would use the train more often then. 

 More publicity for West Highland Railcard - most people in our area seem unaware of this 
and just how cheap tickets to Glasgow are. Afternoon trains to fill current gap in the 
schedule e.g. leaving Glasgow 15:00. 

 Upgrade the carriages   Better toilet facilities. Better cleanliness  Better standards of 
behaviour  Quiet carriages 

 More frequent service. Options for "express" service Fort William to Glasgow. Better pricing 
and promotions 

 Nothing.  Public transport today is almost wholly suitable for my needs.  My typical journey 
would be from Acharacle to Larkhall, at the moment using FW and Glasgow as 
intermediaries.  Would take a full day.  I can do it in a car in 4 hours.  No contest. 

 More trains 
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 Better links with bus services.  

 Better bus/rail connections. Train arrives in Kyle 5 mins after bus leaves for Portree 

 Need new trains with better standard of accommodation and first class should be available.  
Catering trolley can be a disaster if train is busy - run out of too much 

 Improve service pattern and promote locally to make people aware of services and costs etc 

 I'm writing from a tourist perspective.  I'd like to see much better cycle/footpath links 
between stations.  Also better information on circular walks from stations.  Eg there is a 
great circular walk from Tulloch Station that's not too long, but there's no information at the 
station and the footpath is badly maintained. 

 Better trains & a reduction in travel time - five & a half hours to cover 150 miles is absurd. 

 I should not have to pay for a discount card and the hassle to get one when I obviously live 
here. Let me have the option to show some other ID such as drivers licence when buying a 
discounted ticket. 

 More trains on the line suitable for local people. Stop basing everything on tourists. 
Stagecoach have a monopoly on public transportation as there's no alternatives. 

 Disability access at Crianlarich station. Improve parking provision and capacity. Make 
affordable for visitors and locals alike. Bike storage increased plus keep the guards. 

 More frequent trains.  A later service leaving Glasgow.  More accurate infotext service.  
Disabled access/facilities at more stations.  Toilet facilities at the stations.  Fairer pricing of 
buffet items.  More toilets on the trains.     

 Overall cost of travelling 

 Cheaper costs and better transport links to the small isles ! 

 more trains on Sundays and meeting the ferry timetable better 

 Improvements to other public transport links at either end of destination! 

 More £5 special offers!  

 1st class 

 Special bundled deals with Hotels and guest houses 

 More consistent service i.e. not using buses just because of staffing issues.     A quicker 
journey time between Mallaig & Glasgow.  

 make it faster to Glasgow 

 Better rolling stock. Panoramic coaches to reflect the fact it is supposed to be the most 
beautiful train journey in the world - at the moment it is a real let down for tourists with the 
shabby worn out Sprinters we get dumped with. 

 Better trains, not the sprinters which are not comfortable.  A faster journey, it's quicker by 
bus.  

 Improve frequency of service and upgrade rolling stock. Include free wifi access in carriages. 

 Upgraded carriages - the current stock is dirty and very uncomfortable. The 4 hour journey 
to Glasgow only has the stunning views to consol passengers. 

 More comfortable trains, a first class option might be worth exploring. 

 Faster trains.  

 More modern train with sockets, a faster service (shorter journey times) and more regular 
services 

 Take the ferries into account. Don't leave people stranded just because the weather has 
made them late for the train departure. 

 Make the discounted rail tickets easier to understand.  Senior Rail Card, West Highland Rail 
card, over 55 and now this over 50.  Why. 

 Press really hard for suitable new rolling stock - comfortable, quiet, seats all aligned with 
windows and with genuinely adequate space for luggage and sufficient toilets.  This line is 
immensely popular as one of the most beautiful rail journeys in the world, but it uses stock 
built almost 30 years ago for outer-suburban commuting, not journeys of over 5 hours. 
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 faster better trains and more frequent service 

 Clear all lineside trees so travelers can enjoy the scenery. Then time will not be an issue 

 Greater marketing of the beautiful scenery seen from the train. More space for luggage. 

 More frequent services and integration with other public transport. Online booking for 
sleeper cabins. 

 Reasonable pricing structure.  Regular services but would that be cost effective?   

 Lower prices. Internet access on the train. Improved  comfort  

 Consider the comfort of the train - trains that are currently in use are not that particularly 
welcoming or comfortable for a 4 hour journey!!! 

 Upgrade trains, more frequency, more efficient booking of seats/tables,  

 Make it competitive with the bus service - the bus is faster and cheaper, so there is no 
benefit in taking the train to Glasgow. 

 Possibly more trains running and frequent local stops between destination stations, to 
encourage locals to use the services. Reduced fares for daily local travel. 

 "panorama" trains for the tourist season  better provision for bikes on trains  improved train 
comfort 

 Make it clear that 4 carriage trains need boarding by the middle doors on rural stations 
(signs on the stations)    Have trains connect with other services, so you have a convenient 
service for all travelers, which benefits you by not preventing people from doing a route that 
would have otherwise been possibly, had the train been run at a minutely different time.    
Make sure your own staff in call centres can find out what's going on ( I have had conflicting 
and contradictory reports from them on whether trains were running or late, sometimes 
being the opposite of the actual circumstance)    Fares are very expensive (even with a 
Highland Railcard, it's cheaper to travel by bus, often almost sometimes half the price for the 
same distance), and discourage young people from using the service. It's the most expensive 
in Europe.    Which is strange, because ScotRail isn't able to run their timetabled trains often 
enough. Together it's neither inspiring nor encouraging for anyone to travel by you if we are 
paying large amounts for a service that, as often as naught, we're not sure it's actually going 
to be running.    Nobody cares if you have a catering service on all trains if there aren't any 
trains running that day. It's something called priorities. 

 I think the trains have to be able to carry more bikes with some capacity for taking a couple 
on the day as well as those booked in advance.  People touring don't always know when 
they are going to be in a place.    Our daughter recently came up overnight on the sleeper 
from London and she brought her bike. She had to get up at 4am in Edinburgh to move her 
bike but this involved standing on the platform in her pyjamas for about 30 mins.  She had to 
do the same on the way back but it was midnight this time.  That wasn't acceptable given 
the cost of the ticket and that she hadn't been given advance warning when she booked her 
tickets.  She was only told when she got on the sleeper.  There are already a lot of tourists 
using the west highland line.  I think there could be special tourist cars with great big 
windows etc to maximise on this.  Maybe even audio guides through the most scenic parts 
or an attendant who can move through the train giving tourist information.  The 
guards/ticket collectors already do this to some extent.  To date, the staff on the trains have 
been great and very friendly.     

 Timetabled to reach Fort William for a slightly later time, so I am not hanging around with no 
where open.... 

 Faster train journeys 

 More services during the weekend, so that those without a car - like myself - have more 
flexibility for planning day outings from Fort William 

 More comfortable train, heating and toilet facilities that work more!! And better timetabling 
( a 3pm train home from glasgow and better sumday service in winter) cheaper rail fairs for 
sleeper service to london 
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 More trains 

 Reduction in fares.  An additional daily service from Glasgow and FW.  I appreciate that 
anything after Mallaig is dependent on usage and cost effectiveness. 

 Upgrade the trains being used, make prices more affordabel, introduce a first class carriage, 
improve timetabling to accommodate commuters (and build a platform at Aonach Mor, so 
that people could get off th train for there!) 

 Better discount service to be able to continue on elsewhere at a discounted rate 

 Just remind people of the train option  somehow . 

 More frequent services  

 Advertise how cheap it is in comparison to road fuel  

 Stop cancelling trains 

 more comfortable carriages 

 The biggest problem is the infrequency of the service. However, this could to some extent be 
alleviated by introducing tickets that are valid on other modes. People would be more likely 
to choose the train if they new that they are not totally dependent on the train for retuning 
(i.e. if plans change and they miss the return train, they can catch a bus rather than have to 
wait up to 6 hours for the next train). 

 Audio visual guides of the scenery and areas passing through. 

 more frequent service to Glasgow upgrade of line to reduce time 

 Who are you really addressing this to, tourists, first class travellers or standard class 
travellers (the latter making up the majority of users who would but can't/don't use the 
service) 

 Upgraded carriages. Take a leaf from the book of the long distance trains south of the 
border.  Warm carriages in winter and cool in summer - there always seems to be a problem 
with heaters in at least one of the carriages. Buffet car with more choice of food and drinks. 

 The line doesn't have a problem when it comes to marketing, as it is well known as one of 
the most spectacular routes in the world. It's a problem is when you want to use it simply as 
a means of getting to Glasgow. If you're not travelling it for the "experience", then the 
journey time is too long. I don't know if work could be done to alleviate curves, if more 
powerful engines could be used, or even if there was any scope to increase the permitted 
speed on some sections? 

- Better and more promotional offers for locals - particularly for day shopping 
experiences in Glasgow, trips to London etc.  - Combined packages of train travel to 
Glasgow/Edinburgh with an overnight stay and back again.  Good offers would 
attract people.  - Better timetabling on a Saturday & Sunday from Fort William to 
Glasgow to enable a full days shopping ie get into Glasgow for 10am and leave 7pm 
so you can get an early tea etc.  -increase the speed of the line.  It takes so long to 
get from Fort William to Glasgow!  - 'Special event' trains a bit like the 'orient 
express' experience so people can have a nice trip with meals etc for something 
special.     

 Cleaner Windows .   Things for children to do , colouring books ?   Information booklets for 
tourists on the train .   Vending machine for snacks   More sockets and Internet .  

 Upgrade of trains so urgently needed. Trains often so cold and draughty. Access to wifi. 
Promotions to win free Highland Rail Cards for locals. Improved train timetable particularly 
on Sundays. No service between 4 pm and 10 pm from Fort William to Mallaig on a weekday 
just not acceptable. It's an amazing train journey and as locals we love to use it, just not 
frequent enough.   

 More trains and no cancellations. 

 A return service on a Sunday that leaves Glasgow much earlier to avoid getting home at 
11.30pm all year would be good.  Better connection with the London Sleeper from Fort 
William to Mallaig (currently a longish wait). Links with Inverness bus routes would be great 
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so you can leave and get to / from Inverness more easily. Connectivity in terms of ticketing.  
Making the Sleeper book able well in advance with a clear way of booking to get what you 
want.  Why no sleeper on a Saturday?  

 1 - The Scotrail  website http://www.scotrail.co.uk/plan-your-journey/timetables-and-routes 
cannot print time tables off easily  2 - I run a guesthouse which is 10 minutes walk from the 
station. Could a scheme be set up to provide luggage trolleys at the station with wheels that 
could cope with crossing roads and mounting pavements as its virtually impossible for guests 
to wheel suitcases or carry luggage this far.  3 - Sort out the pricing. Sometimes its cheaper 
to travel Fort William to Glasgow than it is Spean Bridge to Glasgow  4 - the Sleeper arrives 
too late in Spean Bridge to carry passengers who wish to use the Jacobite train in Fort 
William. It arrives in Fort William at 9:55am and the Jacobite leaves at 10:20am but knowing 
that the Sleeper can be late few people rely on it to get to Fort William.  5 - Club 50 can only 
be used for day returns. Seems to be designed for central belt users who can pop in and out 
to Glasgow for the day. for us in the Highlands staying over night would be a good option 
but the Club 50 card does not permit this.  

 Faster, cheaper, better view. 

 Don't know how it is possible but speed up the journey time - almost an hour longer than 
driving.   

 New trains, proper catering, restaurant car, observation car 

 Put the heating on in the train before it leaves the station. 

 Cheaper travel for teenagers who have to pay adult fares from age 16.  Crazy.  Our trains 
from Kyle are 6.30 or 11 -12 depending on the time tables.. A train departing at 8 or 9 would 
encourage more travel, 

 Better rolling stock - worn out seats, grubby windows, noisy trains and dirty toilets are 
unacceptable on a world class tourist route in the 21st Century. Improved staff training is 
essential - grumpy conductors constantly moaning about their employer do not create a 
good impression. The majority of staff have no idea how to interact with passengers in a 
friendly manner. A reluctant one word answer, usually mumbled, is the best you can hope 
for. We need well turned out, high calibre staff who understand what public service means. 
Unfortunately its a Scotrail wide problem. 

 Evening services to allow you to go to Fort William, Arisaig or Malaig for a meal and drinks. 
Should be a quick efficient modern service with internet to allow commuting and working on 
the train.  

 Parking and the train leaving Kyle a bit later. 

 A faster service between Kyle and Inverness. 

 extend onto Skye to Portree 

 Quicker service 

 more comfortable train - 5 hours to Glasgow on those seats can be very uncomfortable. Wifi 
would be amazing and would make me travel more often and forget the hours it was taking.     
If there could be one extra service a day, to provide more flexibility, that would be great 

 faster trains, better timetables for commuting  lower prices  better understanding of pricing 
structure, huge uncertainty in price and inability to buy tickets at smaller stations means 
those who can't use online services avoid the train. 

 more frequent special offers 

 better trains and a regular, dependable service.  
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Appendix Two 
Verbatim Responses: Tourists’ Survey 
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Question 2 Do you have, or did you travel here with someone with, a mobility problem?  
Explanations 
 
Came on coach trip because of it but never planned to travel by train. 
It didn't 
Didn't really consider train but not because of mobility problem 
It didn’t  
It didn’t 
Took train because of this 
Na 
 
 
Question 3 Did you bring a bike to the area? 
Explanations 
 
Never planned to travel by train 
It didn't 
Didn't affect it 
It didn't really 
It didn't 
No 
 
 
Question 22 For those who did not arrive in the Highlands by train, did you consider using the train 
to get to the West Highlands?  
If YES, what were your reasons for deciding NOT to use the railway to come to the West Highlands? 
(other) 
 
Problem with internet 
Car more freedom 
Car 
Travelling by car 
More convenient and travelling round 
Touring round in car 
Wanted to travel round - easier by car 
Ease and convenience of car 
No train from Inverness to FW 
Not here long enough 
Easier to rent car 
Cheaper to use own car and ferry  
On organised coach trip 
Flexibility - hired car 
No tickets available 
Flexibility 
Need for flexibility 
Partner doesn’t like travelling by train 
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‘If NO, why not’ responses - other (see page 15)
Car 
Car 
Coach 
Car 
Walking 
Ferry 
Walking 
Planned trip 
Coach trip 
WHW 
Have dogs with us 
Walked WHW 
Walked WHW 
Bus 
Bus 
Car 
Car 
Car 
Car 
Bus 
Walking 
Walking 
Because they want to walk 
Bus 
Car 

Car 
Tour 
Walked WHW 
Walked Great Glen Way  
Walked West highland Way 
Walking WHW 
Walked WHW 
Walking West Highland Way 
Easier and more convenient to travel by car 
Walked West Highland Way 
Have a campervan 
Too much luggage 
Lack of available services 
On fly drive holiday 
No connection available 
Amount of luggage 
Walked WHW 
Coach holiday 
Love driving 
Weather risk - lots of luggage 
Travelling on coach trip 
Travel by motorhome 
Timings 
Walking west highland way 

 
 
Question 23 Do you plan to use the scheduled train service while you are here in the West 
Highlands? ‘If no, why not’ responses (see page 15) 
 
Car 
Car 
Coach 
Car 
Walking 
Ferry 
Walking 
On a coach trip, limited 
time 
No need to 
Have motorhome 
No need to - have car to 
travel round 
Can't get to Inverness by 
train 
Bus 
Bus 
Car 
Car 

Walking 
Car 
No desire to 
Car 
Bus 
Walking 
Walking 
Walking 
Bus 
To Glasgow by train, then 
car 
Car 
Tour 
Have car hired 
Don' t need to  
Have a car 
Have hired a car 
Have motorhome to tour 
Have a car 

Have a van 
Have own car 
Time constraints 
Have a car 
No wish to 
Not considered but might 
do 
Car is easier 
Not here long enough 
Flexibility 
No tickets left for steam 
train 
Wanted to use steam train 
but no tickets available 
Not enough time 
No tickets available 
Don’t need as have 
campervan 
No time 
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Question 24 What else could be done to encourage you to make use of the West Highland Line? 
Explanations 
 
Cost 
More information 
Wifi 
More info on the train 
Cheaper 
Advertisement! Better availability of the info 
More buses more trains 
More connections 
More information for foreign people 
Cost of the train 
More information 
Few time, tour 
Cheaper and more frequent/efficient 
More information available 
Better toilets 
Information for passengers on the train about what you're passing, where you are, etc. 
More promotion, perhaps 
More information available before holiday 
More convenient routes 
Pass that would allow frequent travel 
More frequent trains 
More frequent services 
Other routes available 
More advertising - not easy to find information about possible routes 
Cheaper fares 
Cheaper fares, discount for single parent families 
Cheaper fares 
More information available on internet 
Faster and more convenient 
Wasn't promoted as well as it might have been 
More money to travel more to Scotland 
Discount - return visitor 
Would do if on holiday and could bring dogs 
 
 
 
 
 
  


